Finite element post-processing has been dominated by software that is tightly integrated with simulation packages. Many of these packages have not kept up with the state-of-the-art developments in graphics technology and visualization techniques. Especially the large and time-dependent data sets resulting from crash-worthiness simulations in the automotive development process demand for new visualization tools which allow interactive manipulation of complex geometries and meaningful mapping of physical properties. This article demonstrates that careful design of scene graph structures and extensive use of texture mapping can improve rendering performance and visual appearance for post-processing tasks such as inspecting finite element discretization and analyzing intrusion depth or vector quantities. Furthermore, a new iconic visualization method is introduced which improves the understanding of crosssection forces and bending moments in longitudinal structures of the car body.
Visualization in crash simulation
One of the main goals in the development of a new car is the achievement of an optimal "crash-worthiness" using as many analytical tools as possible and minimizing hardware-prototype testing. During the last few years, the absolute simulation time for modeling, computing and investigating a complete crash model has been reduced significantly. However, we notice a shift of the proportions between the time required for pre-processing, computation and post-processing respectively. The post-processing stage turned out to become the most time consuming activity performed by the simulation engineers. These changes and the rapid development of computer graphics technology during the last few years has increased the need for new visualization techniques to facilitate the analysis of crash-worthiness simulations.
Considering the progress of scientific visualization in various areas during the last decade, it becomes obvious that the application of 3D visualization techniques to finite element analysis has not been a primary focus [4, 7, 12] . Nevertheless, the use of commercial visualization packages is now well established in the automotive industry. In the case of crash analysis, these traditionally employed post-processors have been designed to manage the enormous amount of simulation data on workstations with limited memory by performing animations of wire-frame meshes and polygonal representations of the simulated crash models. However, associated with these design criteria and with wide platform availability is a trade-off which leads to poor graphics performance in terms of available frame rates on high-end graphics subsystems.
The deficit of many commercial post-processing tools in taking full advantage of the potential of modern graphics workstation was the starting point for a joint research between the computer graphics group of the University of Erlangen, Germany, and the BMW AG in Munich. This article describes some of the results which we achieved when applying state-of-the-art rendering techniques like scene graph design and extensive use of textures as well as iconic techniques from scientific visualization to time-dependent finite element data sets from structural mechanics.
Effective scene graph design
Several graphics APIs, such as IRIS Performer or OpenGL Optimizer, have been developed to take advantage of recent progress in compute server and workstation architecture with multiprocessing hardware in mind. Since those APIs are usually scene graph based, we can take advantage of model optimization during scene graph creation and benefit from multiprocessing using frustum culling and occlusion culling while traversing the scene graph to increase frame and interaction rates. Since the time-dependent databases of our FE models are very bulky, an efficient scene graph design is very important in order to handle the complex data interdependencies and to achieve high rendering speed.
Our goal is to visualize meshes of about 250,000 finite elements with nearly the same number of nodes for each one of 60 time steps. Additionally, we have to represent the connectivity of the finite elements. Storing both coordinates and connectivity for each time step would be a waste of memory resources, since the element topology does not change during the crash. Therefore a much better approach is to use an indexed geometry.
In OpenInventor, a widely used object-oriented 3D graphics toolkit, we can store the coordinates of each time step under a stateSwitch node and we can place the time-invariant description of the connectivity to the right side of that node once (see top of Figure 1) . For each frame the scene graph is traversed by a render action object which holds the traversal state. One member of the traversal state is the actual set of coordinates which are defined by one of the coordinate¤ nodes and which will be referenced by the indexedShape¥ nodes. This approach appears to be a very memory efficient representation of our data in a scene graph structure, but it would not allow local scene graph optimizations or multiprocessing of independent subgraphs. This is because objects on the right hand side of the scene graph may depend on settings of the traversal state which have been made by scene graph nodes on the left hand side.
Hence, we decided to use SGI's Cosmo3D which forms the underlying 3D toolkit for OpenGL Optimizer, an API for large-model visualization supporting features such as multiprocessing, occlusion culling, and accelerated hardware-assisted scene manipulation. Cosmo3D provides a scene graph structure which resembles the semantics of the Virtual Reality Modeling Language [1] . It basically differs from that of the OpenInventor scene graph. There is no information inherited horizontally in the Cosmo3D scene graph which is traversed just downward from top to bottom in each branch. Thus, we have to choose a different scene graph structure (see bottom of Figure 1 ) which reduces redundant data storage as much as possible by taking advantage of indexed geometries and by shared instancing of scene graph nodes. That means we can assign a coordSet node containing all coordinates of time step s to several geoSet nodes. Each of these geoSet nodes only stores a reference to the data which is resident in main memory just once. Therefore, appearance¥ and indexSet¥ , which represent one and the same part of a car across all time steps, can also be shared by the shape¥ subgraphs. In analogy each geoSet¥
in the subgraph of groupOfState¤ has a reference to one and the same coordSet¤ . If we want to provide normals for each vertex we can expand indexSet¥ and coordSet¤ and use the index array also to refer to a normal array held in normalSet¤ . Based on this scene graph design we are now able to visualize an entire crash data set on a modern desktop multiprocessor graphics workstation at interactive frame rates.
Efficient visualization of physical and structural properties using texture mapping
Using traditional visualization systems, physical properties like plastic strains on FE surfaces are visualized through color coding of the polygons representing the surface elements. Surface areas with nearly equal physical values within predefined ranges are visualized with iso-contouring and color bands. Usually, the intersection points between the contour edges and the polygons representing the elements have to be calculated and additional polygons with different colors have to be created on both sides of the contour line.
In our approach, the physical values serve as entries into a one dimensional texture. Texture mapping is a well established and widely used technique in computer graphics (see the survey by Heckbert [6] ) and in scientific visualization [3, 2] . The color of the object, onto which the texture is applied, is modified at each pixel by a corresponding color from the texture image. Hardware support for texture mapping is now widely available from high-end graphics workstations of various vendors down to PCs.
A texture can be thought of not only as an image, but also as a lookup table [5] . We use a color table texture and map the physical values into floats between 0 and 1 serving as coordinates of the one-dimensional texture which are assigned to the vertices. Utilizing a texture with fewer colors and sharp borders between the colors we create iso-contours on the textured model automatically without any calculation of intersection points and without rendering additional polygons resulting in lower calculation and rendering costs as compared to traditional visualization packages.
Similarly, we use a 1-D texture in order to analyze the intrusion of components into the passenger cell in the case of a frontal or side impact collision. Iso-contours show where in the deformed structure the intrusion of the passenger cell is unacceptable and how far it is away from the acceptable limit. Figure 2 : Intrusion of the car body during a side impact collision. By using 1D-texture mapping we can determine without additional rendering cost, whether the acceptable quantitative intrusion limit is exceeded in some areas.
We determine the nature and the magnitude of the intrusion by relating the nodes of the FE structure to a reference plane for each time step of the crash simulation. We define the reference plane within an appropriately chosen coordinate system so that it moves with the car body during the simulated crash. The differences between the distance of the undeformed structure and the distance of the deformed structure from the plane are calculated and scaled to values between 0 and 1, with respect to a predefined range of interest. The scaled values serve as texture coordinates of the vertices of the structure.
If the acceptable limit is changed or the intrusion has to be investigated using a broader or tighter range of interest, no additional computational effort is necessary, only the texture definition has to be adapted. Iso-contour visualization of the intrusion of the car body during a side impact collision is shown in Figure 2 . Rendering of a model of 12888 elements on a SGI OE can be performed with a frame rate of 6.2 frames per second, in comparison to 1.8 frames per second using the traditional visualization method. A SGI IndigoE with Maximum Impact Graphics displays a model of 104768 elements with 2.4 frames per second which corresponds to a speed-up by a factor of 3.
In many situations the model discretization of the FE structure has to be displayed. However, since the quadrilateral FE elements are subdivided into triangles during rendering, the grid is visualized combining wire-frame and shaded polygon representations. Using traditional post-processors, the polygonal model is rendered in a first step, and the lines representing the element borders are drawn in an additional step, resulting in rendering the geometry twice. Besides the described property mappings, textures can also be used to improve the understanding of the shape of complex structures [10, 9] . In our case we visualize the grid of the finite element models by mapping a texture, which paints borders onto each element of the FE model. The main goal is to eliminate the rendering cost induced by the additional drawing of wire-frame lines. We employ a two-dimensional texture, which is represented by a white image with a black border. Figure 3 shows the FE mesh of a dummy model visualized with wire-frame mapping.
In the case of crash simulations, usually 90 per cent of the finite elements are four-sided, 10 per cent of the elements are three-sided. The coordinates of the corners of the texture image are assigned to the corresponding vertices of the polygons to be rendered. If the element is three sided, an additional vertex with the same spatial coordinates and the same normal as the third vertex is created. The fourth texture coordinate of the image is assigned to this new vertex. Since an efficient visualization requires the creation of triangle strips from the polygonal model, common vertices of adjacent polygons must have the same texture coordinates. Therefore, the texture coordinates are mirrored along the shared edges of adjacent elements.
Using the same models as in the iso-contouring example we achieved an increase in rendering speed from 4.0 fps to 5.7 fps on the OE (small model) and from 1.6 fps to 2.4 fps on the IndigoE , because no additional line drawing is necessary.
Visualization of vector data using animated textures
Traditional post-processors visualize vector data like node velocities with thin and opaque lines and arrow heads. Since one car component usually comprises thousands of nodes and finite elements, the same large number of vector arrows is drawn, covering each other and the underlying structure. This makes the analysis of vector data difficult in many cases. Our goal is the visualization of the vector data in a way that leaves the underlying structure mostly visible. We followed an idea of Yamrom, who visualized flow vector fields using animated textures [11] , and adapted and extended this method for the visualization of nodal velocities of structural dynamic non-linear FE models.
In contrast to the traditional way we use lines without arrows, but with segments of changing opacity, which move in the direction of the vector. We achieve this motion by switching 6 different textures with 16 texels each at each vector line.
In the first texture, we start with two semi-transparent texels fol- lowed by four totally transparent texels, again followed by two texels with opacity values greater than the values of the first two texels and so on. The six textures differ in the position of these "opacity fields" within the texture. By switching the textures the fields move with growing opacity towards the top of the vectors allowing us to recognize the direction of the nodal accelerations as well as the structure behind the vectors. In Figure 4 we show the front bumper structure with additional nodal acceleration vectors. The upper image is visualized using a traditional post-processor, the lower image employs our texture animation technique, which shows a snapshot of the animated vectors revealing the structure behind.
Force flux visualization with force tubes
During a car collision, each component of the car body is stressed in a different manner. Some parts absorb very high forces, other parts transfer the forces to the passenger cell. The determination of the structural components, which guide the main forces, enables the engineer to design car components with an optimal crash behavior. Since the longitudinal structures within the front part of a car body play an important role for increasing the ability of the body to absorb forces in a frontal crash, it is necessary to detect and to understand the force progression within these components.
In order to calculate the forces that act inside a car component, section force calculations are performed. In existing postprocessors, first a section plane must be defined and positioned within the component. Next, the section force is calculated. Finally, a diagram is displayed showing the section force as a sum of the forces of the elements influenced by the section plane at this position of the longitudinal structure and its time progression during the crash. For the investigation of the whole component many different sections have to be positioned within the component and a large number of diagrams have to be investigated in a very abstract and time consuming task.
Our new approach for the visualization of the force flux is to position an additional tubular element next to the deforming longitudinal structure, whose radius variation visually relates to the local force. The section forces are displayed just like water flow in a flexible tube. Certain parts of the tube are expanding, when the longitudinal force through the corresponding part increases, whereas other parts of the tube are constricting, showing a decrease of force in the structure. Using the tubing method, we can analyze the behavior of longitudinal structures by investigating their deformation and simultaneously their ability to absorb forces.
The section planes for the computation of the section forces are positioned automatically perpendicular to the structure along a trace line, that follows the shape of the longitudinal. During the visualization, we investigate those elements that are intersected by a plane and calculate the forces that affect the element nodes lying on the normal side of the plane. For each section, the forces are accumulated and the vector component of the accumulated force vector that is parallel to the plane's normal is computed. We can position the tube next to the longitudinal structure with a reasonable spacing and parallel to a line through the centers of gravity of the structure. Several rings are positioned around this tubular midpoint-line. Each ring represents one section force. The position of a ring in the tube corresponds to the position of the section in the structure while the diameter is dynamically related to the value of the scaled section force. A number of points are created around the circle of each ring serving as vertices for polygons that connect the rings and form the tube. The creation of a force tube is outlined in Figure 5 .
Visualization of bending moments
The analysis of bending moments in longitudinal structures is very important, because these bending moments can cause high torsion stresses in components, which are connected with the longitudinals. In the following paragraphs, we describe a new method for the visualization of such bending moments based on the force tube approach.
We calculate the bending moments through the longitudinal structures -similar to the section forces -from the nodal forces lying on the normal side of the section planes. For each section, we calculate two bending moments in relation to two different moment axes (defining the local x-axis and the local y-axis of the section plane). Each axis intersects the center of gravity of the longitudinal structure within the section. We compute the two bending moments by accumulating the products of the nodal forces and the lever arms defined by the distances between the nodes and the respective moment axis. Each accumulated moment carries a sign defining a bend that is caused by either a positive rotation or a negative rotation around the moment axis.
Similarly to the force tube, a moment tube is created based on the calculated bending moments per section. Each ring of the tube is cut resulting a half tube which shows the sign of the bending moment in that section. Based on this visualization we can derive information about the moment progression as well as both the magnitude and the sign of the bending moments that affect the longitudinal structure. Figure 6 shows the bending moments in the left longitudinal structure.
Conclusions
The use of efficient visualization techniques is very important for an effective simulation of the crash-worthiness of a vehicle. Since large amounts of data result from the simulation, we investigated efficient data handling and scene graph design in order to manage both memory requirements as well as high frame and interaction rates.
Furthermore, the presented examples show that the use of texture mapping is a powerful method to improve the quality and the ease of the visual analysis of crash simulations. Using efficient mapping techniques which require a minimum of memory, we ensure that our applications can be run by a great number of engineers working on mid-range workstations with limited texture memory.
Combining these applications with our new techniques for the visualization of force fluxes through a car body structure and bending moments in longitudinal structures we achieve a significant improvement over conventional post-processing tools, because the investigation of these stresses can now be performed more intuitively and much faster than before. Together with polygon reduction algorithms the presented visualization methods are sufficiently interactive on even huge FE models, thus forming a basis for virtual reality applications [8] .
